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Why cover it up, when you can polish it up?

“SUPERFLOOR”
simply brilliant!

Membranes / Waterproofing

Waterproof Membrane Sika 390

Sika Metallic Epoxy

Waterproof Mechanical Top Coating

Waterproof Membrane in Mechanical Room

White Membrane in Mechanical Room

Enhanced Concrete Coatings 
A Member of the Garage Enhancement Team 

519-220-9714 • sales@garageenhancements.ca 
www.garageenhancements.ca

“Professionalism, Punctuality, Quality, Responsiveness, Value. In a world where old fashion values of quality, fair 
value and integrity are mostly in the dust bin. Mr Clark renews one’s faith in contractors! On time, fairly priced 
followed by a job well executed... nothing but high praise and a hearty, without reservation, recommendation.”

- Steven W.



For a free consultation towards a more brilliant tomorrow call: 519-220-9714

Polished concrete is a unique process adding up to 400 times abrasive resistance whilst 
boasting up to approximately 20% impact strength. This process when complete is one of the 
most cost effective concrete protectors available today. No waxing, stripping or subsequent 
topical product need to be applied once complete. Hi speed burnishing with diamond pads 
and water are recommended to keep the surface clean and beautiful for many years to come.

Enhanced Concrete offers a variety of stains and staining 
options. Stains are introduced to the concrete by ways of 
water, acid and acetone methods. Each creating different 
appearances and colour vibrants. These colours can be in 
the process of polished concrete or encapsulated within 
the floor and a topical clear coating. Different applications 
will dictate the ultimate installation method. A free, on site 
consultation with an Enhanced technician will clarify the 
best option for your installation.

Epoxy is also known as the work horse 
of coatings. This product is found from 
ship yards to garage floors and many 
stops along the way. The 100% epoxy 
products deliver the ability to build 
thick solid and heavy wear layers. This 
product comes in a very wide selection 
of colours and can be produced to 
match any sample colour supplied. Waterproof membranes and 
added fillers can leave the finished product with a variety of slip 
resistant textured sealed floors.

Unfortunately nothing lasts forever; Enhanced Concrete relies on Mapei for specialty restoration products. Mapei have 
been producing quality products for crack repairs, surface overlayments, vertical and horizontal repairs be it large and 
small for over 50 years.

POLISHED CONCRETE

STAINED CONCRETE

EPOXY COATINGS

REPAIRS

Polished Concrete Exposure 3 
with Waves

 
Polished Concrete with Aggregate

 
LCBO Polished Concrete

 
Winery Polished Floor

 
Level of Finish for Polishing

Enhanced Concrete has a wide range of coatings 
for all your flooring needs.

 
Adomo Floor Polish

 
Acid Stain

 
Acid Stain Sheridan College

 
Windsor Epoxy

Side Wall Food Grade  
Flake Floor

Concrete Resertation 
with Satin Top

 
Dealership Recoat

 
Heavy Floor Removal

 
LCBO Concrete Polish

Troweled Overlayment  
in a Bakery

 
Robinsons Dealership Epoxy

 
Dealership in Listowel

Legendary Floor Coatings 
Complete


